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This study investigates the ways market resources support or hamper women negotiating a hyper-masculine context and the dynamic interactions between homosocality, status gender-bias in the perpetuation of cultural stereotypes and positional inequalities. Standpoint analysis shows that highly accomplished female mountain climbers experience status gender-bias in their consumption community.
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Drawing on consumer-brand relationships theory this paper examines the brand heritage and the brand authenticity as determinants of the consumer self-reinforcing assets. The findings show that the effect of these brand stimuli on brand-self distance occurs through experiential and hedonic benefits delivered from the brand.
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This study investigates how material values influence Western and Eastern consumers’ perceptions toward material and experiential purchases and whether the differences would further be reflected on their advertising attitudes. The results show that both Eastern and Western consumers have a more positive attitude toward experiential-values appeal advertisings.
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When does averaging multiple estimates from the same person improve quantitative judgment? We find that averaging participants’ first and second estimate is less helpful when they are first asked to consider whether their first answer was too high or too low.
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This research focuses on the understudied cultural dimension of long- versus short-term orientation. Specifically we find that long-term oriented consumers have a higher preference for dynamics and changes which in turn makes them to engage in more variety-seeking behaviors than their short-term oriented counterparts.